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11.5. In this observational study, the “individuals” are the universities. We measure the
number of doctoral degrees received by minorities (a quantitative variable) for each university.

When describing the distribution of any quantitative variable, we know to focus on center,
spread, the presence of outliers, and shape. For this histogram (Figure 11.11),

• The center of the distribution is around 5 degrees. A majority of the universities confer
less than 5 doctoral degrees to minority students.

• Most of the universities are between 0 and 15 (a rough range). A few universities range
between 15 and 35.

– There is a clear outlier between 45 and 50 (I’m not sure which university this is).

• Shape? This distribution is skewed right.

11.8. I used the following R code (amended from my code online) to make a stemplot for the
miles per gallon data:

# Enter data

mpg = c(22,15,26,26,27,27,33,27,30,31,35,26,25,22,31,28,27,24,24,16,27,25,26,

23,26,26,18,26,33,27,26)

# Make stemplot

stem(mpg,scale=0.5)

This gives

> stem(mpg,scale=0.5)

The decimal point is 1 digit(s) to the right of the |

1 | 568

2 | 22344

2 | 55666666667777778

3 | 01133

3 | 5

The overall shape of the distribution is symmetric. The center of the distribution looks to be
around 26 mpg. The “gas guzzlers” are the cars with 14, 16, and 18 mpg (Bentley Azure,
Maybach 57, and Rolls Royce Phantom).

11.9. I used the following R code to make a histogram for obesity data:

# Enter data

obesity = c(31.0,24.8,25.5,30.5,24.8,18.6,20.6,27.0,25.2,27.2,22.3,24.5,26.5,

29.5,27.9,28.1,31.5,33.0,25.8,26.2,21.4,29.6,24.6,34.4,30.0,23.2,27.2,

25.8,25.7,23.3,25.1,24.2,29.3,27.9,28.8,31.4,23.0,27.4,24.6,29.4,29.6,

32.3,28.7,23.5,22.8,25.0,26.4,31.1,28.7,24.6)
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# Create intervals

bins = seq(14,40,2)

# Make histogram

hist(obesity,breaks=bins,xlab="Percentage of obese residents",ylab="Count",

main="",col="lightblue")

When describing the distribution of any quantitative variable, we know to focus on center,
spread, the presence of outliers, and shape. For the obesity histogram above,

• The center of the distribution is around 27 or 28 percent.

• All of the states have percentages between about 18 and 36 percent.

– There are no outliers.

• Shape? This distribution is symmetric.

11.15. I used the following R code (amended from my code online) to make a stemplot for
the hot dog calories data:

# Enter data

calories = c(173,191,182,190,172,147,146,139,175,136,179,153,107,195,135,140,138)

# Make stemplot

stem(calories,scale=2)
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This gives

> stem(calories,scale=2)

The decimal point is 1 digit(s) to the right of the |

10 | 7

11 |

12 |

13 | 5689

14 | 067

15 | 3

16 |

17 | 2359

18 | 2

19 | 015

It is difficult to determine the shape of this distribution because there are not many obser-
vations (only 19). There are two distinct groupings of hot dogs. Those with calories in the
130-150 range and those with calories in the 170-190 range. There is an obvious outlier at 107,
which is likely the Eat Slim Veal Hot Dog.

11.19. I used the following R code to make a histogram for obesity data:

# Enter data

max.precip = c(32.52,15.20,11.40,14.06,25.83,11.08,12.77,8.50,23.28,21.10,38.00,7.17,

16.91,10.50,13.18,13.53,10.40,22.00,13.32,14.75,18.15,9.78,15.10,15.68,18.18,11.50,

13.15,7.78,11.07,14.81,11.28,11.15,22.22,8.10,10.75,15.68,11.77,13.50,12.13,

14.80,8.74,13.60,42.00,5.08,9.92,14.28,14.26,12.02,11.72,6.06)

# Make histogram

hist(max.precip,xlab="Percentage of obese residents",ylab="Count",

main="",col="lightblue")

This histogram is on the next page. When describing the distribution of any quantitative
variable, we know to focus on center, spread, the presence of outliers, and shape. For
the maximum rainfall histogram,

• The center of the distribution is around 15 inches.

• Almost of the states have maximum rainfall amounts between 5 and 25 inches. Four states
have maximum rainfalls above 25 inches.

– One could call these upper four states outliers, but they could also be considered as
being part of the right tail in the distribution.

• Shape? This distribution is skewed right.
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